In this section, we introduce how the covariance ellipses are constructed by MclustDA 584 when a scatterplot or a scatterplot matrix is graphed. 
For 2D data, suppose the mean and covariance estimates for component k of class j 587 areμ jk andΣ jk , respectively. Also suppose thatΣ jk has eigenvalues λ 1 λ 2 and their
588
corresponding eigenvectors e e e 1 and e e e 2 . Then MclustDA computes the major and minor 589 axes of the ellipse centered atμ jk the following way: 590 major axis =μ jk ± λ 1 e e e 1 , minor axis =μ jk ± λ 2 e e e 2 , and the resulting ellipse has coverage probability of approximately 0.393. , e e e (p,q) 2 } with λ
. Then the 598 ellipse plotted by MclustDA has major and minor axes as follows:
e e e (p,q) 1
e e e (p,q) 2
, where the ellipse has the same coverage probability as the case above. 
C. BIASEDNESS AND VARIABILITY OF GSI PRODUCED BY REPEATED CV FOR LARGE SAMPLES
The main purpose of CV is to prevent overfitting and to correct the biased estimation of 601 misclassification error rate, while repetition of CV is performed to avoid any potentially
602
"bad" partitioning of the data in CV process.
603
To test the necessity of CV and repeated CV for large sample size, we performed repeated CV and recording all 10 CV outputs, and then without using any CV. C.2 Test necessity of CV for large dataset in terms of bias
618
As observed in Figure A10 , for relatively small samples, GSI calculated without any cross-619 validation is often over-optimistic. The biasedness becomes ameliorated as sample size 620 increases. Figure A10 : Comparision of GSI values produced with and without using RCV. All plots on the same scale.
